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For an arbitrary separable locally compact group G we exhibit a canonical Bore1 
subset G, of the quasi-dual G of G (with the Mackey Bore1 structure), such that GA 
is a standard Bore1 space in the induced Bore1 structure, and such that the 
canonical measure for the left regular representation AC of G is concentrated on G, . 
On the basis of this we discuss the (non-unimodular) “Plancherel theorem.” 
INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a separable locally compact group and let x: G -+ IRT be a 
continuous homomorphism. We call a (factor) representation of G for x- 
normal if 71 is associated with a X-semicharacter on G (cf. [ 121) and we set 
Gx to be the subspace of G (the quasi-dual of G) consisting of quasi- 
equivalence classes of X-normal representations. One main purpose of this 
paper is to prove that Gx is a Bore1 subset of G, when the latter is given the 
Mackey-Bore1 structure, and that Gx is a standard Bore1 space in the induced 
Bore1 structure (Theorem 3.2.2). For x E 1 the space Gx is nothing but 
CT norm, the space of normal representations of G, and in this special case the 
result has been obtained by Halpern [7]. 
The result just described (i.e., that G, is a standard Bore1 subspace of G) 
forms the basis for a brief discussion of a decomposition theory for x- 
semitraces (Section 4). We show in particular that the canonical measure on 
G for the representation associated with a x-semitrace is concentrated on G,. 
The most important application of this decomposition theory is certainly the 
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instance where x = A, the modular function of G, and where the semitrace in 
question is the A-semitrace associated with the left regular representation of 
G (whence the title of the paper). We have thus exhibited a canonical 
standard Bore1 subset G, of G on which the canonical measure for the left 
regular representation is concentrated. Incidentally, we believe that this is the 
first time a canonical standard Bore1 subset of the quasi-dual G of an 
arbitrary separable locally compact group G has been singled out in such a 
manner that this set may contain type III representations. 
In the first part (Sections 1 and 2) of the paper we consider a Cam 
dynamical system (A, G, a) and a continuous homomorphism x: G --t ‘+;‘t 
Recall that a (G, X)-trace f on A is a lower semicontinuous, semifinite trace, 
relatively invariant under the action of G with multiplier x (cf. [ 13, $3 J) and 
that f is a (G,x)-character if the action of G in the von Neumann algebra 
associated with f is centrally ergodic. We call a representation rr of A for 
(G,x)-normal if z is associated with a (G,x)-character. In Section 1 we equip 
the space (A, G, a); of quasi-equivalence classes of (G, X)-normal represen 
tations of A with a canonical standard Bore1 structure. The Bore1 space 
(A, G, a); is then used as a base space for a decomposition of (G, X)-traces 
into (G,x)-characters (Section 2). In Sections 3 and 4 these results are then 
applied to the case where A = C*(G,), G, = ker x, and where a is the natural 
action of G in C*(G,), and we obtain our results on X-semitraces by 
“inducing” the results on (G,x)-traces from the subgroup G, up to G. It is 
curious to observe that by using this technique we obtain a decomposition 
theory for X-semitraces and in particular a “Plancherel formula” for non 
unimodular groups exclusively with the use of decomposition theory for 
ordinary Hilbert algebras, that is, without using decomposition theory for left 
Hilbert algebras. 
We end the paper with a discussion of certain questions related to the type 
of a semitrace (Section 5). 
1. THE (G,x)-NORMAL REPRESENTATIONS 
1.1. Let (A, G, a) be a separable C*-dynamical system, i.e., a triple 
of a separable C*-algebra A, a separable locally compact group G and a 
homomorphism a from G into the group Am(A) of *-isomorphisms of A. 
such that s -+ a,(a) is continuous for all a E A. A0 denotes the opposite C”- 
algebra. 
A representation 71 of A on the Hilbert space H, is said to be quasi- 
invariant if the representation rt 0 a, is quasi-equivalent to 7c for all s E G. If 
71 is quasi-invariant, there exists an automorphism group s + /3, of 2I = r(G)“. 
such that p, 0 7~ = 7c 0 a,. We say that rr is G-factoria! if p acts ergodically in 
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the center 3 of ?I, that is, if T E 3 and p,(T) = T for all s E G implies that T 
is a scalar. 
Let x: G -+ IRT be a continuous homomorphism. A lower semicontinuous, 
semilinite trace f is called a (G,x)-trace if it is relatively invariant under a 
with multiplier x, i.e., if f(a,(a)) =x(s)f(a) for all a E A ‘, s E G (cf. [ 13, 
0 31). 
If f is a (G, X)-trace, we associate as usual the objects H,, A,, p,, Ur, Q, 
Jf, U, with f (cf. [ 1, Q 61; the notation lot. cit. for w, is tr). We also 
associate a representation uf of G on Hf by 
v#)Li =x(s)- I’* (a,(a))‘, 
s E G, a E nJ (cf. [ 13, Q 31). We have U,(S) A,(u) u#‘) =&(a,(~)) and 
UPS) P,(U) UJS- ‘) = p,(a,(s)). In particular 1, and p, are quasi-invariant. Let 
s +/3,(s) be the automorphism group of Ur implemented by Us (i.e., 
PXsKW) = W44>>. Al so set 3r= U,n Vr and let 3:4” be the fixed point 
algebra of /Ir in 3f. We say that f is a (G,x)-character if df is G-factorial 
(i.e., if 3)@ = CZ). 
1.2. Let n be a quasi-invariant representation of A and let s -p, be 
the automorphism group of ?I = n(A)“, such that /I, 0 z = ~0 a,. 
LEMMA 1.2.1. Let U, and ,+ be faithful, normal semijinite truces on ‘u, 
relatively invariant under ,L3 with multiplier x (i.e., ~~j 0,!3, = x(s) ~j, j = 1, 2). 
If z is G-factorial, then U, and u2 are proportional. 
Proof This lemma is the analog of [2, Corollaire, p. 921 and is proved 
along the same lines of reasoning. 
DEFINITION 1.2.2. The quasi-invariant representation rt is called (G,x)- 
normal if 
(0 71 is G-factorial, 
(ii) ‘u = n(A)” admits a faithful, normal, semifinite trace U, relatively 
invariant under /3 with multiplier x, 
(iii) there exists a E A ‘, such that 0 < u(z(u)) < +co. 
(Lemma 1.2.1 shows that there is essentially one such choice of a.) 
LEMMA 1.2.3. Assume that 71 is (G,x)-normal and let ICI be a truce us 
described in Definition 1.2.2(ii). Then (z, U) is a trace class representation 
[ 1, DeFnition 6.6.11 and LU o rt 1 At = f is a (G, x)-character. Moreover, 
(G ~1 and (if, wf ) are quasi-equivalent. 
Proof It is easily seen that (n, U) is a trace class representation (cf. 
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proof of 11, Proposition, p. 127 I). The rest of the lemma is contained in 11. 
4 61. 
LEMMA 1.2.4. Let f and f, be two (G, x)-characters. If A, and $, are not 
quasi-equivalent, hen they are disjoint. 
Proof Define the representation &. on Z?,- = L*(G, H,) by x,(a) g(t) = 
,I, 0 a; ‘(a) g(t), and define V: flf --) H, by Vg(t) = u,(t) g(t). Then V is a 
unitary and it carries the representation 5 to a -+ lka) @ I if we identify 
L’(G, H,.) with H,@ L*(G). This shows that xf is quasi-equivalent to A,. Let 
then z be a non-zero subrepresentation of ,lf corresponding to the projection 
E in cl;.= V,. Define th e representation 75 on L*(G, E) (we identify E and the 
cased subspace it defines in H,) given by f(a) g(t) = z o a, ‘(a) g(t). rS can be 
considered as a subrepresentation of If corresponding to the subspace 
L? = L’(G, E) c L*(G, Hf), Let s --t U(S) be the representation _u(s) g(t) = 
g(s- ‘t) on fi,. We have A,(a,(a)) = U(S) ,$(a) U(S~ ‘). Now since E clearly is 
u(s)-invariant and since also u(s) ‘Ii u(s -- ‘) = CIi and therefore 
u(s) ‘li’u(s -‘) = sci’, where iii =&(A)“, we find that the central support of E 
in % is u(s)-invariant. But then this central support is H, since $Z A, is G- 
factorial. We have thus shown that n= &Z ir. 
Suppose then that J.f and 5, are not disjoint. Then there exist subrepresen- 
tations 71 and 72, of A, and AI,, respectively, such that n and 71, are equivalent 
and therefore ,I I =: A,,. This ends the proof of the lemma. 
1.3. If 71 is a (G,x)-normal representation of A and if rr’ is quasi- 
equivalent to rc. then 7~’ is (G, x)-normal. 
We define (A, G, a); to be the set of equivalence classes (under “quasi- 
equivalence”) of (G, x)-normal representations. 
A (G, X)-character f gives rise to an element in (A, G, a)$ namely, to the 
class of 5. Conversely, if n is a (G,x)-normal representation, there exists a 
(G, x)-character f such that 71 is quasi-equivalent to & (Lemma 1.2.3) and if 
f, is another (G, X)-character, such that i, and $, are quasi-equivalent, then 
f and f, are proportional (Lemma 1.2.1). In other words, there is a bijection 
between the space (A, G, a); and the set of (G, x)-characters defined up to a 
scalar. 
If f is a (G,x)-character, we denote by [f] 
(A, G, aydetermined by f (that is [f ] is the class of /I ) 
the element in 
If X isXa Bore1 space and C-J,: < E X, is a family of’(G, x)-traces, we say 
that <- fr is a Bore1 field of (G,x)-traces if {-f,(a) is a Bore1 function for 
each a E A ‘. 
THEOREM 1.4.1. On (A, G, a)j there exists a standard Bore1 structure. 
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uniquely determined by the following property: If X is a standard Bore1 space 
and <-+ f[ is a Borelfield of (G, x)-characters, then < + [ fr] :X -+ (A, G, a&is 
a Bore1 function. 
Proof We prove this in several steps (Sections 1.5-1.8): 
1.5. 
LEMMA 1.5.1. There exists a countable subset S of A+ with the following 
property: For each non-zero lower semicontinuous, semifinite trace f on A 
there exists a E S, such that 0 <f(a) < +a~. 
Proof Let II be a countable family of closed ideals in A, such that 
{j] JE .J} is a basis for the topology on Prim(A) [ 1, 3.3.41. Let S, be a 
countable dense subset in K(J)+, the positive part of the Pedersen ideal of J 
Ill, 5.6, p. 751 and set S = U JEJSJ. We claim that S has the required 
properties. Let $ be a trace as described and let J= ffl,. Let J, be a sequence 
in J with lJ, j, = j, i.e., with J equal to the closure of all finite sums C a,, 
a, E J,. We have J,, c J and therefore K(J,) c K(J) c m, by the minimally 
of K(J). Clearly f cannot vanish on all of K(J,,)+ unless it is 0, and f cannot 
vanish on S,” unless it vanishes K(J,)+. This means that there exists n E N, 
such that f does not vanish on SJ,. This proves the lemma since f is clearly 
finite on S,,. 
Remark 1.5.2.. The lemma just proved is a sharpened version of 
Lemma 1 in [7]. Here we take a more convenient route and exploit the nice 
properties of the Pedersen ideal, cf. [ 11, 5.6, p. 1751. 
1.6. Let a be a selfadjoint wo-sided a-invariant ideal in A. By B(a) 
we denote the set of all bitraces on a [I, 6.2.1. Definition, p. 1171 and by 
B,(a) the set of all relatively invariant bitraces on A with multiplier x. This 
means that b E B(a) is in B,(a) if b(a,(x), a,(y)) =x(s) b(x, y), s E G, 
x, y E a. For an element b E B,(a) we define the objects H,, &, pb, U,, V,, 
J b, &b (Cf. [I, 6.21; mb is called t, lot. cit.). We also define the represen- 
tation vb of G on Hb by v,(s)d =x(s)-“* (a,(a))‘. In this fashion 
vb(s) nb(x) ub(s-‘) = Ab(as(x)>. 
B(a) is equipped with the topology of pointwise convergence on a x a and 
with the underlying topological Bore1 structure. Clearly B,(a) is closed in 
B(a). 
LEMMA 1.6.1. There exists Bore1 maps b + Lb, b -+ R,, b + Vb from 
B,(a) into Rep(A), Rep(A’), Rep(G), respectively, with the following 
properties: (i) for each b E B,(a), dim Lb = dim R, = dim V, = dim Hb = nb 
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and (ii) for each b E B,(a) there exists a unitary I/: H, + Hnb carrying Ah 
into L,, pb into R, and ub into vb (for Rep(A), Hnh etc., cf. [ 1, 3.51). 
Prooj This is an extension of [6, Lemma 2, p. 181. The proof of the 
latter result can easily be adapted to give a proof of this lemma. 
We denote by B;(a) the set of elements b E B,(a), such that the quasi- 
invariant representation 1, of A is G-factorial. 
LEMMA 1.6.2. B;(a) is a Bore1 subset ofB,(a). 
Proof (a) First let us observe that A, is G-factorial if and only if the von 
Neumann algebra generated by A,(A), p,(A), U*(G) is B(H,). In fact, the 
commutant of this algebra is the intersection of Lb(A)“, p,(A)” and z’~(G)’ 
and this is precisely the set of elements in the center 3 of A,(A)” commuting 
with zlb(s) for all s E G. 
(b) The subset Z, of B,(a) consisting of elements with dim H, = n. 
n = 1, 2,..., fao, is a Bore1 subset (Lemma 1.6.1). Set Z; = Z, n B;(a). It 
clearly suffices to show that ZL is Bore1 in Z,. 
(c) Let b + L,, b -+ R,, b + V, be Bore1 maps on B,(a) as described in 
Lemma 1.6.1. From the remarks in (a) it follows that an element b in Z, is 
in ZL if and only if the von Neumann algebra generated by L,(A), R,(A), 
V,(G) is B(H,). 
(d) For each m E n\l let Pm be the set of polynomials in 3m non- 
commuting variables X, ,..., X,, Y, ,..., Y,, Z, ,..., Z, and with integer coef- 
ficients. Set P = lJ,,,<ym. Clearly, .P is a countable set. For each b E B,(a) 
define M(b) to be the set of elements in B(Hnb) (nb = dim Hb) of the form 
P(Lb(XI)3-.5 Lb(x,)y Rb(Yl)y..e3 Rb(y,), Vb(ZI),..., Vb(Zm>> for SOIrK! m E K, 
PE 7; and some elements x ,,..., x,, y ,,..., ym E A, z, ,..., z, E C*(G). It is 
easily seen that M(b) is in fact a subalgebra of B(H,J. Clearly M(b) is 
weakly dense in the von Neumann algebra generated by L,(A), R,(A), V,(G) 
and therefore we find, using Kaplansky’s density theorem, that an element 
b E B,(a) is in B;(a) if and only if M(b), = M(b) n B(H,J, is strongly dense 
in W,J,. 
(e) Let a,, a,,... be a dense sequence in A and let c, , cz,... be a dense 
sequence in C*(G). For P E .P,, we define the function P,: Z, + B(H,) by 
P,(b) = P(Lb(al)?, Lb&), Rb(a,),-v Rb(a,,A Vb(C,)r-*, vb(c,))* 
Clearly P, is a Bore1 function. Let n be fixed and let T, , T, ,... be a strongly 
dense sequence in B(H,), and let d be a distance function in B(H,), defining 
the strong topology. We set 
Q p.p.y = Ib E Z, I IIP,,(b)ll < 1 and 4P,(b)3 TJ < l/q}. 
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e p,p,q is a Bore1 subset of Z, and we claim that B;(a) = np,q UpE9 Qp,p,q. 
We have to prove that if b E Z,, then M(b), is strongly dense in B(H,), if 
and only if there for each p, q E N exists P E .Y such that b E Q,,,,,. In fact, 
assume M(b), is strongly dense in B(H,), and let p, q E N be given. There 
exists PE ~9”, and x1 ,..., x,, yr ,..., y, EA, zi ,..., z, E C*(G), such that 
and 
But then we can find a, ,,..., aim, aim+ ,,..., ail, with i, ( a. - < i, < 
i,, , < , a- < i,, and Cj, ,..., cj, with j, < . .* < j,, such that 
and 
Then setting m’ = max(i,, , j,,,} and defining P’ E ,Tm, by 
P’(X ,,..., X,!, Y, )..., Y,,, z 1,“” Z,,) 
we find that 
P;(b) = P(~,(ai,),*-.v Lb(ai,), Rb(ai,+,)>*.*, Rb(aizrn)y vb(Cj,),***’ Vb(Cj,,,))* 
But then b E Qp,,p,q. Conversely, if b E np,q U,,,, Qp,p,q, then clearly 
M(b), is strongly dense in B(H,), . This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA I.6.3. Let a E Ai and let a = a(a) be the smallest a-invariant 
ideal in A containing a and let B,(a), be the set of elements b in B,(a), such 
that b(a, a) = 1. B,(a), is a polish space (in the induced topology). 
ProoJ If G is trivial, this is Proposition 2 in [7]. We can obtain a proof 
of our lemma by modifying the proof lot. cit. We shall indicate the main 
points where a change is needed. Let B be the set of functions b: a x a + C 
satisfying properties (i)-(iv) in the definition of bitraces [ 1, 6.2.1. Definition, 
p. 1171 and furthermore (vi) b(a, a) = 1 and (vii) 
b(a,(xh a,(~>> =x(s) 0, Y>. 
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Let A e, K be as lot. cit. The ideal a = a(u) is given by 
As lot. cit. one shows that 
for b E B and therefore { 1 b(x, y)i /b E B} is bounded for x, y E a fixed. Let 
:li be a countable dense subset of A,, let D be a countable, dense subset of 
G and let (ui)iEy be an enumeration of the countable, dense subset C of a 
given by 
C= CT ~~a,~(a)y~Ix~,y~E-d,s~ED . 
I ,T, I 
With these ingredients the proof of Lemma 1.6.3 can be finished following 
the approach of [7, pp. 134-1351. 
COROLLARY 1.6.4. For a E A+ and a = a(a) the set B;(a), of elements 
b E B,(a), such that b(a, a) = 1 and such that ,I,, is G-factorial, is a Bore1 
subset of B,(a) and it is standard in the induced Bore1 structure. 
Proof This follows from Lemmas 1.6.2 and 1.6.3. 
For b E B;(a), let [,I,] denote the canonical image of A, in (A, G, a);. 
LEMMA 1.6.5. With the notation from Corollary 1.6.4 we have: The map 
B;(a), --$ (A, G, a);: b -+ [A,] is injective. 
ProoJ This is straightforward using (1, 5 61. 
1.7. Let then (a,JnenL be a sequence in A +, such that the set 
S = (a, /n E N} has the property described in Lemma 1.5.1. We set 
B, = B;(a(a,)h with its topological Bore1 structure, which is standard 
(Corollary 1.6.4). Let .tin be the image of B,, in (A, G, a), by the map 
b+ IAl. 
LEMMA 1.7.1. We have U,,,, ,J?~ = (A, G. a),. 
Proof. Let f be a (G,x)-character on A and pick n E N, such that 
0 < f(a,) < fco. Defining b(x, y) = A-‘f(y*x) for x, y E a = a(a,), where 
5x0/43 ‘3 7 
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A =f(a,*a,) we have that b E B;(a), =B, and [A,] = [f], cf. [7, PP. 
136-1371. 
LEMMA 1.7.2, Let j, k E N. The set {b E Bj 1 [A,] & ,cS~} is a Bore1 subset 
in Bj. 
ProoJ Let b + L,: B,(a(a,))+ Rep(A), Z=j, k, be Bore1 functions as 
described in Lemma 1.6.1. The complement of {b E Bj 1 [A,] & .?Sk} is 
{b E Bj /lb E B,: Lib N LL,}. For n = 1, 2 ,..., +-co, let By, Z=j, k, be the 
set of elements b in B, with dim A, = n. By is a Bore1 subset of B, 
(Lemma 1.6.1). Therefore, to prove the lemma it suffices to show that 
{b E Bj” I3b’ E Bi: Li N L,k,} is a Bore1 subset of By for each n. Let 
3: Rep,(A) x Rep,(A)+ Z be the map which to a pair (rr,, rrJ associates 
its intertwining number. From [ 1, 3.7.2 Lemma, p. 761 it follows that 3 is a 
Bore1 function. It follows from [ 1, 5.2.1 Proposition] and Lemma 1.2.4 that 
Lj,=LL if and only if J’(L’,,L,k) > 0. Set T= {(b, b’)E Bj” x Bz 1 
Z(L’,, L,k) > 0). T is a Bore1 subset of Bj” X Bz. Let c: Bj” X Bi + By be the 
projection onto the first coordinate. When restricted to T the map c is 
injective (Lemma 1.6.5) and its image is {b E BJ’ / 3b’ E B;: .I(L’,, Li) > 0). 
This set is a Bore1 set since T and By are standard Bore1 spaces. 
For b E Bj, let fb be the (G,x)-character ub o A, ]A +. 
LEMMA 1.7.3. The function b+ fb on Bj is a Bore1 field of (G,x)- 
characters (c$ 1.4). 
Proof. Set a = a(Uj) and let (u,),,~ be an approximating unit in a 
contained in ii. Set g(b) = fb(a*a), g,(b) = fJ(u,a)* u,a). Since &(u,) -+ I
strongly, we find g(b) = f*(a*a) = q,(A,(a)*A,(a)) < lim inf U&,(U)* 
A,(u,)*&(u,) A,(a)) < ru,(&,(a)*l,(a)) from which g,(b) --) g(b). Now 
g,(b) = b(u,a, ~,a), and therefore b -+ g,(b) is a Bore1 function on Bj ; hence 
g is a Bore1 function on Bj. This proves the lemma. 
1.8. We shall now end the proof of Theorem 1.4.1. We use the 
notation from Section 1.7. 
We set q = l-)&ii (AYj\9J, j = I,2 ,... . Clearly (A, G, a>;= Ujo(l_, Vj 
(Lemma 1.7.1) and the union is disjoint. Let Cj be the subset in Bj which is 
the inverse image of 5~ ~9~ by the map b-+ [A*]. We have 
Cj=n’,,: {bEBj[ [A,]&.J~~} and thus Cj is a Bore1 subset of Bj 
(Lemma 1.7.2). In particular Cj is a standard Bore1 space in the induced 
Bore1 structure. 
Let us then show the uniqueness of the Bore1 structure described in 
Theorem 1.4.1: It follows from Lemma 1.7.3 and the above remarks that the 
function b -+ fb on Cj is a Bore1 field of (G,x)-characters on the standard 
Bore1 space Cj. Therefore the map b -+fb is a Bore1 map from Cj to 
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(A, G, u),:; it is injective and its image is 5. But then y is a Bore1 subset of 
(A, G. u!, and the map b + [fb] = [A,,] establishes a Bore1 isomorphism 
between Ci and ‘5. This shows the uniqueness. 
We then show the existence of a Bore1 structure as described in 
Theorem 1.4.1. We equip ‘<. with the standard Bore1 structure it gets by 
transporting the Bore1 structure on C, via the bijection b + [;Ch ] : C,i --t ‘4; and 
give (A, G, cl); the Bore1 structure which is the sum of the Bore1 structures on 
the ‘F;‘s. This makes sense since (A, G, a); is the disjoint union of the sets ‘6,. 
j= 1.2 . . . . . In this fashion (A, G, a); is a standard Bore1 space. We have left 
to show that this Bore1 structure has the property described in 
Theorem 1.4.1: Let X be a standard Bore1 space and let < +fr be a Bore1 
field of (G, X)-characters. We set XJ = (r E X / 0 <fr(ai) < +co }. We have 
X = (Jj,.. X; and X,! is a Bore1 set. Set X.i = n&l, (Xj\X’,). Then Xi is a 
Bore1 set and X = lJjEn X, as a disjoint union. It follows that it suffices to 
show that r + if,] : Xj -+ (A, G, a)j IS a Bore1 function. We define the Bore1 
function k;: Xj -+ IO, $03 1 by kj(<) =f,(aj*aj), and define the bitrace b, on 
a = a(aj) by b&x, y) = k,(~))‘f,(y*x). The map 5- b&x, x) is a Bore1 
function for all ?s E a and therefore r + b&x. y) is a Bore1 function for all 
.Y, ~3 E a by polarisation. But then the map Xj + C,j: { + b, is a Bore1 function: 
hence 5- lb{] = [fr]:Xj+ (A,G,u), ^  is a Bore1 function. This ends the proof 
of Theorem 1.4.1. 
1.9. In the course of proof of Theorem 1.4.1 we have obtained the 
following result (cf. Lemma 1.7.3). 
PROPOSITION 1.9.1. There exists a Bore1 field < + & of (G, x)-characters 
on (A. G, a); such that [f,] = < f or all 5E (A, G, a); All other such fields 
< + f; have the form f; = k(r) fr f or a unique Bore1 function k: (A, G, a); -+ 
10, +m I. 
We have also proved (cf. Lemma 1.6.1). 
PROPOSITION 1.9.2. There exists (I Bore1 map r-+ L,: (A, G, a);-+ Rep(A) 
such that L, is equivalent o II,, where f is a (G,x)-character with AfE r. 
Remark 1.9.3. It follows from Proposition 1.9.2 that if G (and therefore 
x) is trivial, then the Bore1 structure defined here on A,,,, = (A, G, a); is 
identical to the Mackey-Bore1 structure. In fact, the map C-L, gives rise to 
a bijective Bore1 map between two standard Bore1 spaces (cf. 171) and 
therefore to a Bore1 isomorphism. 
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2. DECOMPOSITION OF (G,x)-TRACES 
Let (A, G, a) be a separable C*-dynamical system and let x: G + IR$ be a 
continuous homomorphism. Set X= (A, G, a); (equipped with the standard 
Bore1 structure described in Theorem 1.4.1) and let < + fs be a Bore1 field of 
(G, x)-characters on X such that [,IfL] = r for all < E X (Proposition 1.9.1). 
THEOREM 2.1. For each (G, x)-trace f on A there exists a measure ,u on 
X uniquely determined by the following property: The field &+ Hf, can be 
given a p-measurable structure such that there exists an isomorphism from 
H/ onto I($ Hf, dp(c) setting up the following correspondence: 
(here it is understood that the fields entering the formulas are measurable), 
and such that the algebra 3jDf’ corresponds to the algebra of diagonal 
operators in the decomposition IF Hft dp(r). With this p we have the formula 
f @I = I’ f,(x) 440 
X 
Proof The uniqueness of ,U follows at once (bearing in mind that X is 
standard) from [ 1, 8.2.4., p. 1461 (which shows that another measure ,u, on 
X with the same properties must be equivalent to ,u) and [2, Theorem 3, p. 
2031 (which shows that ,U and pu, must be identical). 
Let us then show the existence of such a ~1. By [2, Theoreme 2, p. 2101 there 
exists a standard Bore1 space Z, a measure ,U on Z, a p-measurable field 
<-+ H, of Hilbert spaces on Z and a unitary carrying H, onto J”? H/, dp(<) 
and 3i’fi onto the algebra of diagonal operators in this decomposition. 
Let .&’ be the Hilbert algebra n& and let ~2 be the full Hilbert algebra 
in H, defined by Sp’. By [2, Theo&me 1, p. 1941 there exists a measurable 
field c-+ ~2 of full Hilbert algebras, such that Ml is dense in H, and such 
& that M’ = sz S$ dp(r) (identifying H, with I,” H, dp(r)). By [2, Proposition 3, 
p. 190 and Theo&me 1, p. 1991 we have 
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where I/,, V,, J,, tul are the usual objects associated with the Hilbert 
algebra .v;. From [2, Thtoreme 4. p. 1761 we have that 3f= .1‘:3[ Q(t), 
where 3, is the center of U,. By [ 1, 8.3.1., p. 1471 there exist measurable 
fields of representations <- Ar, r--+ pr of A, A’, respectively, such that 
Let x,, n E N, be a dense sequence in A. Since AAx,,) generates CJf, ;ir(xII) 
generates U, for almost all [ [2, Theoreme 1, p. 171 ] and therefore A,(,4 ) 
generates U, for almost all r E Z. Similarly for ps. 
The representation uf commutes with 3.>4” and therefore there exists a 
measurable field of representations r-+ L’[ of G on H,, such that 
[l, 8.3.1., p. 1471. Now ~~~)~~x)u~s~‘)=IZ~~,(~)) for all SEC, xEA. 
Therefore, U&S) A,(x) ur(s- ‘) = A&a,(x)) for almost all <, when s, x are fixed, 
and therefore for almost all r when x, s runs through countable dense subsets 
of A, G, respectively. But then A&a,(x)) = u*(s) A,(x) u{(s- ‘) for all s E G, 
x E A for almost all {. In particular A, is G-quasi-invariant for almost all 
r E Z. Let /Ir be the automorphism group of U, implemented by uI. We then 
have 
.o 
PAS) = 1 P&s) 440 
.% 
Since 3f = J‘F 3 [ &(<) and since 3>4f’ is the algebra of diagonal operators we 
have that 3k’f’ = CZH, for almost all r E Z, and therefore A, is G-factorial for 
almost all {E Z. We also have that 
from which uI 0 /I&s) =,Y( s w1 for almost all r, s fixed. Letting s run ) 
through a countable, dense subset in G and using the a-weak lower semicon- 
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tinuity of Us we find that uuI o P&s) =x(s) mI for all s E G for almost all 
(EZ. 
Let y,, n E N, be a sequence in nr such that 4;, is dense in Hf. Since ;L,(JJ”) 
generates U,, A,(y,) generates U, for almost all <E Z. Moreover, 
=fwfY,) < +a, 
and therefore lul(l,(y,) * J,(y,)) < +co for all n E N for almost all < E Z. 
But this shows that ,I, is (G,x)-normal for almost all <E Z 
(Detinition 1.2.2). Set f; = ti.‘I o I,1 A +, so that f; is a Bore1 field of (G,x)- 
characters. By removing a null set from Z we get an injective Bore1 map 
r-f; from a Bore1 subset Z’ into (G, A, cz),. Therefore, we can assume that 
Z = (A, G, a); and by adjusting the measure ,U we can assume that f; = fr for 
all CE Z (cf. Proposition 1.9.1). The only thing left to show is then that there 
exists for almost all < a unitary carrying H, to H 1, to Aft, etc. This can be 
done precisely as in the proof of [ 1, 8.8.2 ThCor&e, pp. 162-1631, a proof 
which we have also otherwise benefited from. 
3. THE X-NORMAL REPRESENTATIONS 
Let G be a separable locally compact group and let x: G * IRT be a 
continuous homomorphism. 
3.1. Recall that if rc is a representation of G, then a X-relatively 
invariant weight on ‘u = n(G)” is a faithful, normal, semifinite weight W, 
such that ~(rr(s) Tz(s-‘)) =x(s) w(7), TE U’, s E G [ 12, Definition 2.1.11. 
DEFINITION 3. I. 1. A representation K of G is called X-normal if 
(i) rr is G-factorial, 
(ii) ‘?I = z(G)” admits a X-relatively invariant weight, 
(iii) there exists x’ E C*(G)+, such that 
0 < ~(n(x)) < +a. 
(There is essentially one such choice of W, cf. [ 12, Proposition 2.1.21.) 
If 71 is a X-normal representation of G and if LC, is a weight on 2l= n(G)” 
as in Definition 3.1.1, then (rr, w) is quasi-equivalent o (& w,) [ 12, 
Theorem 2.1.141, where f is the X-semicharacter w o x 1 C*(G)+ ] 12, 
Theorem 2.1.6). 
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If rr is a X-normal representation of G and if TC’ is quasi-equivalent to pi. 
then rr’ is X-normal. 
We define GX to be the set of equivalence classes (under “quasi-- 
equivalence”) of X-normal representations of G. If x = 1, then G, is the set of 
quasi-equivalence classes of normal representations of G. G,,,,. in the usual 
sense. 
3.2. Set G, = kerx. We consider the C*-dynamical system 
(C*(G,,), G, a). Here a is the natural action of G in C*(G,). 
For brevity we shall set G,“= (C*(G,), G, a); the set of quasi-equivalence 
classes of (G, X)-normal representations of G,, (cf. 1.3). 
LEMMA 3.2.1. 
% 
The map r + ind,,,Tc (I sets up a bijection between C?; and 
Proof: Let l E G.i be represented by A,, where f is a (G. X)-character on 
G,,. Then ind,,,l, < is represented by indGOrc A,, which is equivalent to Ai. 
where 7 is the X-semicharacter ind c,tcf [ 14, Definition 2.1.2, Theorem 2.3.1. 
and Theorem 3.3.11. This shows that r- indGOtc r maps Gi injectively into 
GX. The surjectivity follows from the fact that any X-semicharacter f on G 
has the form indGOtc f f or a (G, X)-character on G,, 114. Theorem 3.3.11. This 
proves the lemma. 
THEOREM 3.2.2. The set Gx is a Bore1 subset of C? when the latter carries 
the Maekey-Bore1 structure, and Gz is a standard Bore1 space in the induced 
Bore1 structure. Moreover, the map r-+ ind,,,tcl 5: ~?:)--t e, is a Borei 
isomorphism. 
Proof. There exists a Bore1 function c-+ L,: Gi+ Rep(G,), such that 
L, E r for all {E e;x” (Proposition 1.9.2). Moreover, there exists a Bore1 
function <- z,: Gi-+ Rep(G), such that E, is equivalent to ind,“+. L, for all 
r E GJ (cf. [91). By Lemma 3.2.1 the map r-+ z, is injective and since 
Rep(G) is a standard Bore1 space, 5 -+z, is a Bore1 isomorphism from Gy 
onto its image C in Rep(G), and C is a Bore1 subset. Now C is in fact a 
Bore1 subset of Fat(G) and, by Lemma 3.2.1, C meets each quasi- 
equivalence class in Fat(G) in at most one point. It follows from [ 1. 7.2.3 
Proposition] that the restriction to C of the canonical map v from Fat(G) to 
C is a Bore1 isomorphism from C onto its image and that this image is a 
Bore1 subset of G. From Lemma 3.2.1 it follows that this image is precisely 
GX, and since indGOT, <= I&,), we have proved the theorem. 
In the course of the proof of Theorem 3.2.2 we have proved: 
PROPOSITION 3.2.3. There exists a Bore1 map c--+ L,: Gx+ Fat(G), such 
that L, is equivalent to Af, where f is a x-semicharacter with /2,.E (. 
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3.3. Let N be a closed, normal subgroup of G contained in 
G, = ker x. We shall briefly investigate what happens when we induce a 
Bore1 field of (G, X)-traces on N. First, let f be a (G, X)-trace on N and let 
3= G,o $1 C*(G)+ be the induced X-semitrace (cf. [ 14, 2.11, assuming for 
simplicity that G/N is unimodular). Let u, be a sequence in nr with 
]]~,(u,,)l] < 1 and &(u,) + I strongly. Also, let pk be a sequence in <Z’(G) with 
p)k > 0, s, ~,Js) ds = 1 and supp v)~ c V,, where k -+ V, is a decreasing 
sequence of neighborhoods of the identity in G, such that nk Vk = {e}. Let 
wk be the element in 9’ (cf. [ 14, 1.21) given by y/,(s)(n) = rp,(sn), s E G, 
n E N and define E(s) = v/k(s) uk. Then GE 9 and E determines an 
element xk E C*(G) (cf. lot. cit.). It is easily seen that XX,,) + I strongly. 
Also9 ~&&J*~X,,>> =f@XqJ I, II Wll* ds < +a, so $W E n,,. 
LEMMA 3.3.1. For TE ‘?I+ we have 
Proof. Let T E ‘?I+ and assume first that T E m,,. Then &&(x~) * 
T’*T”*$(x,)) = (( T”*$(x,))’ II * ( norm in n,;,= J&J = II SJ(~fG,N s,p* II2 
(@,(x~)) = multiplication by x,(x& from the left-hand side) = 
ll~~~~~(~~x,))~~~~*~~,~~*Il* = II~~ ~~~~~~,~“*112. 
ere yk is the element in C*(G) which corresponds to the element 
s + x(s)“* y/,(s) in 9. It is easily seen that X,(y,J + I, strongly, and therefore 
the last expression converges to 
This shows the lemma when T E m,,;. If T @ rnS, we have lim inf &(&(x~)* 
T&(x,)) > Z,(T) = +co and thus the lemma is valid also in this case. This 
ends the proof of the lemma. 
Let X be a Bore1 space and let l--+ fs be a Bore1 field of (G, X)-traces on N. 
PROPOSITION 3.2.2. 
semitraces on G. 
The family {-yl = indNT, fs is a Bore1 jield of x- 
Proof. Let S be a countable subset of At = C*(N)+ as in Lemma 1.5.1. 
ForaESsetX,={gEX(O<f~(a)<+cz,}.ThenX,isaBorelsubsetofX 
and since X = U assX, and {X, ] a E S} is countable, it suffices to show that 
T--+&(x) is a Bore1 function on X, for each x E C*(G)+ and each a E S. Let 
a E S be fixed and let U be the a-invariant two-sided ideal in A generated by 
a. Choose an approximate unit u, for a contained in U. Then u, E nrI for 
< E X, and 5,(u,) -+ I strongly. Using the notation from Lemma 3.3.1 we 
find that y[(xt yx,J -t3[( y) for all l E X, y E C*(G)+. It therefore suffices to 
show that c+A(x,* yx,J is a Bore1 function for each k and y E C*(G)+, and 
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for this it suffices to consider y’s of the form z*z, where z arises from an 
element in d (cf. above). But this is clear, since ~~(x,*z*zx,) = 
fi(utuk) .(‘J/ y/(s)(j* dS for some w E .58 (cf. proof of [ 14, Proposition 2.1.11). 
LEMMA 3.3.3. There exists a countable subset S of C*(G)+ with the 
following property: For each x-semitrace f on G there exists x E S, such that 
0 <f(x) < +a. 
Proof. This is easily proved using a subset of A + = C*(G,)’ as 
described in Lemma 1.5.1 and arguing as in the proof of ( 14. 
Proposition 2.1.1 1. 
PROPOSITION 3.3.4. There exists a Bore1 field < + f[ of x-semicharacters 
on G such that [fl] = c f or all <E GX. All other such fields t-f; have the 
form f; = k(r) fl for a unique Borelfunction k: e;,-+ 10, + 03 /. 
Proof. The existence follows immediately from Proposition 1.9.1, 
Theorem 3.3.2 and Proposition 3.3.2. The essential uniqueness follows at 
once from 112, Corollary 2.1.15 and Lemma 3.3.3 1. 
4. DECOMPOSITION OF SEMITRACES 
Let G be a separable locally compact group and let x: G + R: be a 
continuous homomorphism. Let <-+ fs, <E Gx, be a Bore1 field of x- 
semicharacters such that [fl] = < for all < E GX (Proposition 3.3.4). 
THEOREM 4.1. For each x-semitrace f on G there exists a measure u on 
GX uniquely determined by the following property: The field r + Hf, can be 
given a u-measurable structure such that there exists an isomorphism from 
H, onto j$ H,, du(Q setting up the following correspondence: 
(here it is understood that the fields entering the formulas are measurable), 
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and such that the center 3r= Urn V, of U, corresponds to the algebra of 
diagonal operators in the decomposition (zx H,[ dp([). With this ,u we have 
the formula 
for all x E C(G)‘. 
Proof: Let f” be the (G, X)-trace on Go = ker x with indGoTc f” = f and 
let f f be the (G,x)-character on G, with ind,OtcfF = ft. Then r-J; is a 
Bore1 field of (G,x)-characters. We identify X= (C*(G,), G, a& and G via 
the Bore1 isomorphism described in Theorem 3.2.2. In this fashion < -+ f {is a 
Bore1 field of (G, x)-characters with [f i] = <. Let then lu be the measure on X 
corresponding to the (G, x)-trace f” and the Bore1 field < -+ f F as described in 
Theorem 2.1. We write HP = f$ Hpdp(<), etc. 
Set flp =L*(G, IzfD) and Z?/y=L*(G, Q) (the spaces associated with the 
induced representation of Ap and A,$ and let u: G/Go -+ G be a Bore1 section 
with o(G,)= {e}. We then have isomorphisms V;:L*(G,A,,,) + 
L2(G/Go, Hp), VJJ L’(G, A,$ + L*(G/G,, H@) given by 
where a(s) = u(i)-’ s, and similarly for pd. 
Now the field r-+ L*(G/G,, H8) z L*(G/G,) @ Hd can be given a natural 
~-measurable structure 12, Proposition 10, p. 1511 and in this way 
L’(G/G,, HP) can be identified with IfL2(G/Go, H,$ dp(r) in a natural way 
[2, Proposition 11, p. 1521. We then transport the measurable structure on 
the field r + L*(G/G,, H,$ to the field r--f Z?8 via the field <- V$ of 
isomorphisms. In this way we have an isomorphism from jjfO to @gfldp(r). 
It is easily seen that in this way <-+ xd= indGotc A6 and <-+ &,o (cf. [ 14, 2.31) 
are measurable fields of representations and that &, corresponds to 
.@~~CCt;) and & corresponds to i$fl’dp(Q. It is also easily seen that 
r-+ Jd and r- 4% corresponds to J”? Jedp(<) and f$d$dp(Q. 
For each c E X we have a normal, injective homomorphism ic: Ue-+ ofl 
characterized by i&I&)) = xds), s E Go. Clearly the field r-+ id is 
measurable and therefore we h ave an injective, normal homomorphism 
i? iedp(<) from s$ Uedp(<) into J$ oedp(<). Now clearly ,@ifidp(<) maps 
the diagonal operators in the decomposition J$ UGdp(<) into the diagonal 
y;;tors in the decomposition ]$ oBdp(r). Moreover, @ if, dp(<)(A,(s~) = 
and since U, = l,O Updp(r) we therefore have U = 
jg iid$ zrd in particular ifl = J”? ipip( Now ir” maps 3@p) into 3, 
[ 14, proof of Theorem 3.3.11 and theretore 3p corresponds pressely to the 
diagonal operators in l($ ofi&( That pp = (,O v$dp(<) is now a conse- 
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quence of the results we have already obtained. Also, < + f;tf;l is a measurable 
field and &, = J-T +dp(<). Th’ IS is easily seen using Lemma 3.3.1 and 
reasonings from the proof of Proposition 3.3.2. 
The theorem now follows from what we have already shown by applying 
] 14, Theorem 2.3.1). 
Remark 4.2. Theorem 4.1 applies in particular to the canonical d- 
semitrace f, on G, where d is the modular function on G (that is. f(; is the 
semitrace associated with the d-semitrace class representation (2,) N,(,), 
where A(; is the left regular representation of G and aLI; is the canonical d- 
relatively invariant weight on U(G) =&(G)” derived from the left Hilbert 
algebra structure on .R (G)). In this way we obtain a Plancherel formula for 
G. Summing up, establishing such a formula for G involves three steps: 
(1) Determine the space G, of d-normal representations of G. 
(2) Determine a Bore1 field r + f[, c E G, ~ of d-semicharacters with 
If,] = < for all ~~ G,. 
(3) Find the measure p determined by f, as described in Theorem 4. I 
1 the “Plancherel measure” (associated with r-f,) ]. 
We then have. in particular, the formula 
for all cp E L’(G)n L’(G). In general this formula does not determine p. 
However, there are two important instances where this is the case; namely, 
let 5 + fi be a Bore1 field as in Section 2 and let p be a measure on GA. Then 
we have: 
THEOREM 4.3. If G is type I or a connected Lie group and if 
ll(ol12 =JG, S&P* * cp)&(O 
3 
for all v, E X(G) (or just C?(G) zf G is Lie), then ,u is the Plancherel 
measure. 
ProoJ We only sketch the proof: All the representations hfl are mutually 
non-quasi-equivalent and therefore they have distinct kernels in C*(G) (for 
type I groups this follows from Glimm’s theorem [ I,§ 9 ] and for connected 
Lie groups this follows from the fact that the Aft’s are actually normal [14] 
and then by applying Pukanszky’s theorem ] 17, Theorem 11. But then the 
decomposition j”gb Afl dp(r) is central by a result of Effros [4]. This proves 
the theorem. 
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Remark 4.4. The “Plancherel theorem” for non-unimodular groups has 
been considered by numerous authors [3,8, 10, 16, 18-20 and others]. The 
relation between the Plancherel formula for G and for the subgroup 
G, = ker A has also been investigated in several papers [3, 19,20 and 
others]. In our theory we have replaced the space of quasi-orbits of G in G, 
by the space of (G, X)-normal representations of G,. This gives a more 
natural and manageable theory, in particular in the case where G, is not type 
I. The advantage of this space is also illustrated by Theorem 3.2.2. 
EXAMPLE 4.5. We shall demonstrate our program, sketched in 
Remark 4.2, for setting up a Plancherel formula for a separable locally 
compact group, with a non-trivial example: Let N be the group Q x IR x IR 
with the product (x, y, z)(x’, y’, z’) = (x + x’, y + y’, z + z’ -t i(xy’ - yx’)) 
and let H= Q$ act in N by w . (x, y, z) = (wx, w-‘y, z). We form the 
semidirect product G = N X, H, which is a solvable Lie group. The modular 
function A is given by A: (x, y, z, w) --t w so that ker A = N. Let Z be the 
subgroup { (0, 0, z)} of N and let xr, <E IR, be the character on Z given by 
~~((0, 0, z)) = exp i<z. Z is the center in G and if 71 is a factor representation 
of G, there exists a unique < E IR with n(s) =x&)1 for s E Z. xr is a (G, 1). 
trace on Z and indzr,xr = f d ’ is a (G, A)-trace on N (cf. [ 14,2.1]) and in fact 
it is easily seen that f; is a (G, A)-character on N if r # 0 and that all (G, A)- 
characters on N, which are non-trivial on the center, arise in this fashion 
(using, e.g., [14]). But then & = indN1,SF = indzl,xr (cf. [ 14, 
Proposition 25.11) is a A-semicharacter and all A-semicharacters on G, 
which are non-trivial on Z, has this form. We shall not go into the deter- 
mination of the set of A-normal representations which are trivial on Z (in 
fact, this set has Plancherel measure 0, cf. below). 
Set G, to be the subset of G4 consisting of representations that are non- 
trivial on Z. Then GA is a Bore1 subset of G,. Now <+xI, <E R\(O), is 
clearly a Bore1 field of (G, 1)-characters on Z and therefore r- f[ = indztcxr 
is a Bore1 field of A-semitraces on G (Proposition 3.2.2). But then r- [f[]: 
IR\{O} -+ I?:, is a Bore1 isomorphism. 
Let us observe that all the elements in GA are type III,. This follows at 
once from [ 13, Lemma 6.61 and the fact that the (G, A)-characters f F are in 
fact characters. Moreover, all the A-semicharacters f[, 4 # 0, are smooth 
(since f[ = indzT, xr and xr is smooth, cf. [ 15, Proposition 1.1.31) and 
f,(P) = j P(LO, 0, z> exp(Cz) tfzR (*I 
for all v, E C,“(G) [ 15, Proposition 1.1.31. 
To determine the Plancherel measure, let us observe that all Afl, r # 0, are 
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mutually strongly disjoint; in fact, their restrictions to Z have distinct 
kernels. Therefore the Plancherel measure is determined by the formula 
cp E C?(G), cf. the proof of Theorem 4.3. From formula (*) we then see that 
p is concentrated on Gb and that Q(r) = (27~)’ dr (identifying “\{Ol with 
G::,,. 
5. THE GLOBAL TYPE OF A SEMITRACE 
Let G be a separable locally compact group and let x: G + Ii<: be a 
continuous homomorphism. Set G, = ker x. In this paragraph we shall 
investigate how the global type of a x-semitrace f can be described in terms 
of the (G, x)-trace f, on G, with f = ind 
the action of G in (G,),&,,. 
COTG f, (cf. 114, Theorem 3.3.1)) and 
The action of G in C*(G,) is denoted a. 
5.1. First we consider the case where x(G) is a closed subgroup of 
; * *’ For r E (G,),,, we set 
S,= {sEG/s<=(} 
and 
Tc = (t E R / x(s)” = 1 for all s E S,}. 
DEFINITION 5.1.1 h(G) closed in RT). Let fs be a character (unique up 
to a scalar) for an element (E (G,,),,,. We say that l is a regular point if 
(1) fr 0 a, =~(s)f~ for all s E S,, 
(2) the operator Hi: defined on L’(G, <) and given by H;q(s) = 
x(s)” q(s), s E G, is contained in indGoT, <(G)“for all t E T,. 
(3) There exists x E C*(G,,)’ such that 
o< f&a&x)) X(S)- ’ di < + co. 
More precisely we say that a regular point r is O-regular if x(S,) = ( 1 }. I- 
regular if x(5’,) = ‘RT and A-regular, 0 < A < 1, if x(S,) = {An}nEB. Set Sreg to 
be the set of regular points and S& to be the set of A-regular points 
(O<A< 1). 
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PROPOSITION 51.2 (J(G) closed in R*,). For a given 0 < A< 1 the set 
Sf-,, of A-regular points is a Bore1 subset of (G,,),&,,. 
Proof. Let G, be the common stabilizer S, for all I-regular points < and 
T = {t E R 1 x(s)” = 1 for all s E G, }. First we prove :
LEMMA 5.1.3. If (E S&, then indGOtc r(G)” = 3 admits a X-relatively 
invariant weight. 
Proof Set x1 =x 1 G,. Then fc is a (G, ,X,)-character and therefore 
ind cOTc, <= <, is (G,,X,)-normal. In particular l,(G,)” = ‘8, admits a x,- 
relatively invariant weight. Now r= indGOtc < is equivalent o ind,,t, c, and 
in this picture the 
(a, E L2(G 4)). 
operators Hi’, t E T, are expressed by H: p(s) = x(s)~’ p(s) 
S ince s’-+x(s)” defines a character on G/G, for each t E T 
and since these characters separate points in G/G,, it follows that the von 
Neumann algebra 3 = t(G)” is identical to the von Neumann algebra 
generated by the canonical imprimitivity system associated with ind,,t, <, 
(because HF, t E T, is in indGITG c,(G)” by condition 2 in Definition 5.1.1). 
But this latter von Neumann algebra can be identified with 
‘u, @ B(L’(G/G,, dS)) (after a Bore1 section u: G/G, -+ GT has been 
selected). The weight u = UJ, @ Tr(A . ), where A is the operator on 
L*(G/G,, dS) given by Av(d) =x(0@)) I, on a is easily seen to be x- 
relatively invariant. This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 51.4. For < E S& the decomposition 
is central (a: G/G, + G a Bore1 section). 
Proof In fact, % admits a X-relatively invariant weight u (Lemma 5.1.3) 
from which H$ t E T, implements the modular group u” at the point t. But 
this implies that HF is fixed by a; and therefore H’i is actually in the von 
Neumann algebra generated by r(s), s E G, . Now el G, is equivalent o 
c*> 
where f, = ind GolG, fi and a also denotes the action of G in C*(G,), and in 
this decomposition tii is expressed as 
x(i)” Z ds, 
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and therefore the decomposition (*) is central. But then the center in (*) is 
actually generated by p’s restriction to G,, which is equivalent to 
and it follows that this decomposition is central 
LEMMA 5.1 S. The formula 
0 a,(x) x(s) - I ds’ 
defines a (G, x)-character on G,. 
Proof. In fact, this follows from condition 3 in Definition 5.1.1 and 
Lemma 5.1.4. 
Proof of Proposition 5.1.2. Let S be a countable subset of C*(G,)’ as 
described in Lemma 1.5.1. We can assume that S has the property that if 
two lower semicontinuous, semifinite traces on C*(G,) agree on S, then they 
are equal; in fact, the subset S constructed in the proof of Lemma 1.5.1 is 
easily seen to have this property. Also, let Gb be a countable, dense subset in 
G, and let T’ be a countable, dense subset in T. Finally, let <- fi, 
t E W,,, 3 be a Bore1 field of characters on G with [j”r] = r. Then 
E, = blf, oas=~(Wt for all ~~G,}=n,,,n,,,,~rlf,~a,(x)= 
x(s)f@)} is a Bore1 subset of (GO),&,. 
Let then &+ L,: (GO),&,, --) Rep(G,) be a Bore1 map such that L, Y 2, 
(Proposition 1.9.2) and set B, = (< 1 dim L, = n). Let H, be a Hilbert spacl 
of dimension n. Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 4.1 we can realize 
ind GotC L, =z, on L,(G/G,, H,) and in this manner Hi: is realized as 
H’$q(s’) =x(s)” I for r E B,, and l--t z, is a Bore1 map. Since Hi’. +’ H” 
for t, -+ t, it follows that 
(5 E B, ) Hi: E indGOtc L,(G)“] 
= [G, l< E B, I Hi: E indcoTc L,(G)“/, 
which is easily seen to be a Bore1 set. It follows that the set of <E (Go)norm 
satisfying condition 2 in Definition 5.1.1 is a Bore1 subset. Set E, to be the 
set of t E (Go),i,rm satisfying conditions 1 and 2. We have seen that E, is a 
Bore1 subset. Now using Lemma 5.1.5 and the properties of the set 
S c C*(G,)+ we see that S& is equal to 
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which is a Bore1 subset. This shows the proposition. 
We saw in Lemma 5.1.5 that for <E S;“,, the formula J(x) = 
jGic, fr(a,(x)) x(s))’ ds defines a (G, X)-character on G,, and clearly c -+ 4 is 
a Bore1 field of (G,x)-characters. Therefore, we have a Bore1 map 
P: r- &I: ale, -+ (C*(G,), G, CX)~ and p-‘(p(r)) = G<. Using this map we 
prove : 
PROPOSITION 5.1.6 k(G) closed in RT). The orbit space S&/G admits 
a Bore1 transversal (and in particular it is standard). 
Proof: Let q -+ F,, v E (C*(G,), G, a)j be a Bore1 field of (G,x)- 
characters with r = [F,] (Proposition 1.9.1). If x(G) = IRT, the set 
It E % I J; = FP,,, I is a Bore1 transversal. If x(G) is isomorphic to L, the 
same proof works with trivial modifications. 
THEOREM 5.1.7 k(G) closed in Rt). Let f be a x-semitrace and let f, 
be the (G, x)-trace with indGolc f, = f: If ,u, is the canonical measure for f,, 
then 
(i) f is type I if and only if,u,, is concentrated on (Go)iorm (i.e., ifand 
only if f0 is type I). 
(ii) f is semtjinite if and only if,t.t,, is concentrated on Speg. 
(iii) f is type III,, 0 < ,J < 1, if and only ifp, is concentrated on S&, . 
ProoJ: This is easily seen using the two decompositions off0 into (G, x)- 
characters and characters, respectively, exploiting the existence of a Bore1 
transversal in S&/G and then finally invoking [ 13, Theorems 6.2 and 6.11 
and Proposition 6.51. 
5.2. Now we put no restrictions on x(G). On the other hand we 
consider only the type I part of (Go),&,,: 
DEFINITION 5.2.1. An element { E (Go)iorm is said to be regular if 
(1) The stabilizer of < is G,, 
(2) there exists x E C*(G,)+ such that 
o< I fL 0 a,(x) x(s)-’ ds < +a~. G/Go 
This definition is easily seen to coincide with Definition 5.1.1 when x(G) is 
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closed (which was the only case considered in 5.1). We set S:,, to be set of 
type I regular points. We have the following analog of Proposition 5.1.2: 
PROPOSITION 5.2.2. The set S:,, is a Bore1 subset of (Go)&,,, 
Proqj: This is proved along the same lines of reasoning as 
Proposition 5.1.1. Note that here the decomposition 
is automatically central, since < is GCR 141. 
We also have: 
PROPOSITION 5.2.3. The orbit space S&,/G admits a Bore1 transversal 
(and in particular it is standard). 
ProoJ We can assume that G/G0 is discrete (since the case x(G) = ip;‘T is 
covered by Proposition 5.1.6). Denoting by X the subset of elements in 
Irr(G,) satisfying conditions 1 and 2 in Definition 5.2.1, X is a Bore1 subset, 
and G x U,, U, the unitary group in H,, acts as a Polish transformation 
group in X, =X n Irr,(G,). This transformation group satisfies condition D 
in [ 5, p. 47 1 and the resulting orbit space is countably separated. But then it 
admits a Bore1 transversal [S, Theorem 2.9, p. 471, and then also S&/G 
admits a Bore1 transversal [ 1, 7.2.3 Proposition, p. 136 I. 
THEOREM 5.2.4. Let f be a x-semitrace and let f,, be the (G,,y)-trace 
with ind t;$GfO =f: VP* is the canonical measure for f,, then f is type I [f 
and only if,uu, is concentrated on S:,,. 
ProoJ Use Proposition 5.2.3 and [ 13, Theorem 6.41 (cf. proof of 
Theorem 5.1.7). 
Remark 5.2.5. Applying Theorem 5.1.3 to the canonical d-semitrace f, 
on G we find that L&G)” is type I if and only if the Plancherel measure for 
G,, is concentrated on S:,,. This result (in connection with Proposition 5.1.2) 
was obtained by Duflo and Moore [3] in a somewhat weaker form (13. 
Corollary 1, p. 2401. The main difference between their result and ours is 
that we exhibit a canonical Bore1 subset of (G,),,,, , namely, S:,, , such that 
the action of G in it is smooth and such that the type I part of A, can be 
singled out by means of this subset. Similar remarks apply to Theorem 5.1.7. 
which (together with Proposition 5.1.6) contain results of Sutherland 119, 
Theorem 3.4, p. 236 and Theorem 4.4, p. 2431. 
Remarks 5.2.6. If the set of regular points STee is a Bore1 set and x(G) is 
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a closed subgroup in Rt (which is the case, e.g., if x(G) is isomorphic to Z), 
then a X-semitrace f is type III,, if and only if the canonical measure ,u~ for 
the (G, X)-trace fO with ind G,TG f, = f is concentrated on the (Bore]) set of 
irregular points. I was not able to prove in full generality that the set of all 
regular points is a Bore1 set. 
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